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Persuasive Pro-Life: How to Talk about Our Culture's Toughest Issue Sep 08
2020 Don't worry-almost everyone is. Either we think the subject is too
impolite, or we don't want to be branded an intolerant fanatic, or we worry
that we won't represent the pro-life side well enough. You can overcome this
fear, says Trent Horn in his new book, Persuasive Pro-Life-With a little
knowledge and a few proven techniques, you can become a bold and effective
apologist for the unborn. Drawing on over a decade as a pro-life activist
Horn helps you cut through the diversions and obfuscations of the "prochoice" side in order to accurately frame the legal, historical, and medical
issues. Using vivid real-life examples, he drives home the critical
importance of charity-no matter how loud the debate gets. For we must be not
just warriors for the pro-life cause, he says, but ambassadors for it. Then
Horn leads you on a guided tour of the many types of pro-abortion opponent
or inquirer ("the pragmatist" "the skeptic," "the conflicted"), along with

more true stories from the field. In each case he teaches you specific
approaches-what to say, what not to say, and how to bear yourself-that are
custom-tailored to every situation. The struggle over abortion has never
been hotter, and the stakes could not be higher. Read Persuasive Pro-Life
today and never again be afraid to speak up for the precious and fundamental
right to life. Book jacket.
The Church and Abortion May 29 2022 This provocative book takes a critical
look at what is increasingly viewed as the central political issue for
Catholics—abortion. From pro-choice politicians being denied communion to
Democrats being called "the party of death," for some of the most vocal
Catholic leaders, the abortion issue often trumps all others. The author, a
practicing Catholic who is against abortion in principle, believes the
Church is on the wrong course with this issue, with grievous results for the
Church and American society more broadly. He gives a brief history of
abortion legislation, then explores the issue from legal, moral, and
Christian perspectives, presenting compelling reasons why Church leaders and
Catholics should stop trying to overturn Roe v. Wade and reconsider the
issue.
Pope Francis Says... Jun 17 2021 This board book mainly for infants and
toddlers shares the loving words of Pope Francis. With inspiring words and
vibrant illustrations, Pope Francis Says... shows children how to live as
Christians and know they are loved by God.
Where Have All the Catholics Gone? Aug 27 2019 In writing the original book
and the revised text, I am constantly reminded that we are a house divided,
and I feel deeply the lament of the psalmist who cried out: It is not
enemies who taunt me- I could bear that; it is not adversaries who deal
insolently with me- I could hide from them. But it is you, my equal, my
companion, my faithful friend, with whom I kept pleasant company; we walked
in the house of God with the throng. We Catholics are now a house divided.
Not only that, we are in danger of becoming irreconcilably split. Perhaps
all that is left is for schism, for the situation to be recognized, and for
us to sadly move apart. While there is disquiet in my heart, there is at the
same time great comfort in knowing that the Holy Spirit is in charge of this
oft-times cantankerous community, that whatever happens will be in accord
with his will, and that is good. Whatever I say, it is said with loving
concern, but I believe very strongly that "Catholic" is not a label to be
worn but a life to be lived with direction from, and deference to, the
Magisterium, the teaching authority of the Catholic Church.
Abortion Mar 03 2020 Rather than providing a global solution to the problem
of abortion —to abort or not to abort—this volume sheds light on different
but equally critical dimensions of abortion in global debate and practice.
The aim is to elaborate on different value systems and policies in order to
empower individuals to make well-informed decisions about abortion guided by
moral reflection. The twenty one chapters of this volume are written by
distinguished scholars in each of the religious and non-religious schools of
thought, offering an exhaustive survey of the differing religious and legal
views on abortion within the international community. The contributors
present authoritative discussions in favor of or against abortion based on
their perspectives and practices. As a result, the content of this book
provides a foundational platform for better understanding, meaningful

dialogue, and tolerance on a social issue which has divided individuals,
philosophers, theologians, policy makers, and legislators within and across
societies for centuries.
The Hope & Life Press Christianity Series Jun 25 2019 The Hope & Life Press
Christianity Series is made up of six books that comprise the teachings of
the Catholic Church on various topics pertinent to 21st century man. The
topics include just war theory from the time of the Scholastics to the
present day, the nature of Islam, the hot-button issue of capital
punishment, Catholic Social Doctrine about migrants and refugees, the nature
and different levels of the Magisterium of the Catholic Church, and the 28
references to the Divine Heart of God the Father that can be found in
Scripture. Previously released in separate ebooks according to topic and
written in easily comprehensible language, this paperback edition of The
Hope & Life Press Christianity Series has been updated to incorporate the
latest proclamations of the Church on capital punishment and just war. The
book is suitable for both those seeking to learn more about the above topics
from a Catholic standpoint and for those looking for a refresher.
Abortion Mar 27 2022
The Catholic Church And The Politics Of Abortion May 05 2020 This book, a
study in religion and politics, analyzes the efforts of a major American
religious institution--the Catholic Church--to shape public policy on one of
the most controversial political issues of our time--abortion.
Stand for Life Oct 10 2020 More than 500,000 of the abortions performed
annual in the U.S. are performed on college-aged women. This book is
specifically geared for use by young advocates in the pro-life cause. The
authors help you educate other young people about the physical, emotional,
psychological and spiritual effects that abortion has on women.
The Best Catholics in the World Jan 01 2020 THE NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER
Shortlisted for the Irish Book Awards 2021 'A great achievement . . .
brilliant, engaging and essential' Colm Tóibín 'At once intimate and epic,
this is a landmark book' Fintan O'Toole When Dubliner Derek Scally goes to
Christmas Eve Mass on a visit home from Berlin, he finds more memories than
congregants in the church where he was once an altar boy. Not for the first
time, the collapse of the Catholic Church in Ireland brings to mind the fall
of another powerful ideology - East German communism. While Germans are
engaging earnestly with their past, Scally sees nothing comparable going on
in his native land. So he embarks on a quest to unravel the tight hold the
Church had on the Irish. He travels the length and breadth of Ireland and
across Europe, going to Masses, novenas, shrines and seminaries, talking to
those who have abandoned the Church and those who have held on, to survivors
and campaigners, to writers, historians, psychologists and many more. And he
has probing and revealing encounters with Vatican officials, priests and
religious along the way. The Best Catholics in the World is the remarkable
result of his three-year journey. With wit, wisdom and compassion Scally
gives voice and definition to the murky and difficult questions that face a
society coming to terms with its troubling past. It is both a lively
personal odyssey and a resonant and gripping work of reporting that is a
major contribution to the story of Ireland. 'Reflective, textured,
insightful and original ... rich with history, interrogation and emotional
intelligence' Diarmaid Ferriter, Irish Times 'An unblinking look at the

collapse of the Church and Catholic deference in Ireland. Excellent and
timely' John Banville, The Sunday Times 'Engaging and incisive' Caelainn
Hogan, author of Republic of Shame 'Remarkable . . . Essential reading for
anyone concerned about history and forgetting' Michael Harding 'Fair-minded
. . . thoughtful' Melanie McDonagh, The Times 'Very pacey and entertaining .
. . and it changed how I regard Ireland and our history for good. Fantastic'
Oliver Callan 'Original, thought-provoking and very engaging' Marie Collins
'A provocative insight into a time that many would rather forget' John Boyne
'Challenging' Mary McAleese 'Explores this subject in a way that I've never
seen before' Hugh Linehan, Irish Times
The Pope Who Said Abortion Is NOT Murder Jul 31 2022 "He is not a murderer
who brings about abortion before the soul is in the body" said Roman
Catholic canon law for over eight hundred years, until 1917 when Pope
Benedict XV approved a revised code of canon law. - From the book What began
as an investigation into why one pope said an abortion was not murder led to
the long history of popes who said so, and to an amazing consequence of that
history which persists even today. From review in Conscience, the
Newsjournal of Catholic Opinion, Vol. XXXII - No. 1 2011 "Author John
McCloskey chronicles his journey to find truth behind the story of Pope
Innocent III, who in the early 13th century declared early abortion was not
murder. McCloskey's research regarding delayed versus immediate ensoulment,
dogmatic language and the search for definitive answers about papal decrees
regarding abortion encourages readers to read further."
Abortion, Religious Freedom, and Catholic Politics Jan 25 2022 Throughout
its history the Catholic Church has taken positions on many subjects that
are in one sense political, but in another sense are primarily moral, such
as contraception, homosexuality, and divorce. One such issue, abortion, has
split not only the United States, but Catholics as well. Catholics had to
confront these issues within the framework of a democratic society that had
no official religion. Abortion, Religious Freedom, and Catholic Politics is
a study of opposing American Catholic approaches to abortion, especially in
terms of laws and government policies. After the ruling of Roe vs. Wade,
many pro-life advocates no longer felt their sentiments and moral code
aligned with Democrats. For the first time, Catholics, as an entire group,
became involved in U.S. politics. Abortion became one of the principal
points of division in American Catholicism: a widening split between liberal
Catholic Democrats who sought to minimize the issue and other Catholics,
many of them politically liberal, whose pro-life commitments caused them to
support Republicans. James Hitchcock discusses the 2016 presidential
campaign and how it altered an already changed political landscape. He also
examines the Affordable Care Act, LGBT rights, and the questions they raise
about religious liberty.
Abortion in Early Modern Italy Jan 13 2021 A comprehensive history of
abortion in Renaissance Italy. In this authoritative history, John
Christopoulos provides a provocative and far-reaching account of abortion in
sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Italy. Drawing on portraits of women who
terminated—or were forced to terminate—pregnancies, he finds that Italians
maintained a fundamental ambivalence about abortion, despite injunctions
from civil and religious authorities. Italians from all levels of society
sought, had, and participated in abortions. Early modern Italy was not an

absolute anti-abortion culture, an exemplary Catholic society centered on
the “traditional family.” Rather, Christopoulos shows, Italians held many
views on abortion, and their responses to its practice varied. Bringing
together medical, religious, and legal perspectives alongside a social and
cultural history of sexuality, reproduction, and the family, Christopoulos
offers a nuanced and convincing account of the meanings Italians ascribed to
abortion and shows how prevailing ideas about the practice were spread,
modified, and challenged. Christopoulos begins by introducing readers to
prevailing medical ideas about abortion and women’s bodies, describing the
widely available purgative medicines and surgeries that various healers and
women themselves employed to terminate pregnancies. He also explores how
these ideas and practices ran up against and shaped theology, medicine, and
law. Catholic understanding of abortion was changing amid religious, legal,
and scientific debates concerning the nature of human life, women’s bodies,
and sexual politics. Christopoulos examines how ecclesiastical, secular, and
medical authorities sought to regulate abortion, and how tribunals
investigated and punished its procurers—or didn’t, even when they could
have.
Good Catholics Sep 01 2022 Good Catholics tells the story of the remarkable
individuals who have engaged in a nearly fifty-year struggle to assert the
moral legitimacy of a pro-choice position in the Catholic Church, as well as
the concurrent efforts of the Catholic hierarchy to suppress abortion
dissent and to translate Catholic doctrine on sexuality into law. Miller
recounts a dramatic but largely untold history of protest and persecution,
which demonstrates the profound and surprising influence that the conflict
over abortion in the Catholic Church has had not only on the church but also
on the very fabric of U.S. politics. Good Catholics addresses many of
todayÕs hot-button questions about the separation of church and state,
including what concessions society should make in public policy to matters
of religious doctrine, such as the Catholic ban on contraception. Good
Catholics is a Gold Medalist (WomenÕs Issues) in the 2015 IPPY awards, an
award presented by the Independent Publishers Book Association to recognize
excellence in independent book publishing.
Catholic Women and Abortion Nov 22 2021 Stories of six women who share the
deeply personal journey of her abortion distress.
Abortion and Catholicism Sep 20 2021 Essays discuss Church teaching,
feminism, morality, public policy, and dissent in the Church concerning the
abortion issue
Abortion, Religious Freedom, and Catholic Politics Jun 29 2022 Throughout
its history the Catholic Church has taken positions on many subjects that
are in one sense political, but in another sense are primarily moral, such
as contraception, homosexuality, and divorce. One such issue, abortion, has
split not only the United States, but Catholics as well. Catholics had to
confront these issues within the framework of a democratic society that had
no official religion. Abortion, Religious Freedom, and Catholic Politics is
a study of opposing American Catholic approaches to abortion, especially in
terms of laws and government policies. After the ruling of Roe vs. Wade,
many pro-life advocates no longer felt their sentiments and moral code
aligned with Democrats. For the first time, Catholics, as an entire group,
became involved in U.S. politics. Abortion became one of the principal

points of division in American Catholicism: a widening split between liberal
Catholic Democrats who sought to minimize the issue and other Catholics,
many of them politically liberal, whose pro-life commitments caused them to
support Republicans. James Hitchcock discusses the 2016 presidential
campaign and how it altered an already changed political landscape. He also
examines the Affordable Care Act, LGBT rights, and the questions they raise
about religious liberty.
The Catholic Church and Modern Sexual Knowledge, 1850-1950 Jan 31 2020 This
book is the first to present a comprehensive historical picture of the
modern Catholic concern with the body and sexuality. The Catholic church is
commonly believed to have always opposed birth control and abortion
throughout the centuries. Yet the Catholic encounter with modern sexuality
has a more complex and interesting history. What was the meaning of sexual
purity? Why did eugenics matter to Catholicism? How did the Society of Jesus
interpret the idea of overpopulation? Why did Pius XI decide to issue the
notorious encyclical Casti connubii on Christian marriage – the first modern
papal pronouncement on birth control, abortion, and eugenics? In answering
these questions, Lucia Pozzi uncovers new archival and unpublished records
to dig into Catholic responses to modern sexual knowledge, showing the
Catholic church at times resisting, but also often welcoming, scientific
modernity.
20 Answers May 17 2021
The Church and a Catholic's Conscience Dec 12 2020 Facing the issues of :
war and peace; abortion; Catholic schools; women in the Church; economics;
capital punishment; politics and religion. 5.
Beyond the Abortion Wars Dec 24 2021 Cuts through the mass confusion
surrounding abortion and lays out solid common ground The abortion debate in
the United States is confused. Ratings-driven media coverage highlights
extreme views and creates the illusion that we are stuck in a hopeless
stalemate. In this book Charles Camosy argues that our polarized public
discourse hides the fact that most Americans actually agree on the major
issues at stake in abortion morality and law. Unpacking the complexity of
the abortion issue, Camosy shows that placing oneself on either side of the
typical polarizations -- pro-life vs. pro-choice, liberal vs. conservative,
Democrat vs. Republican -- only serves to further confuse the debate and
limits our ability to have fruitful dialogue. Camosy then proposes a new
public policy that he believes is consistent with the beliefs of the broad
majority of Americans and supported by the best ideas and arguments about
abortion from both secular and religious sources.
The Catholic Church And The Politics Of Abortion Feb 11 2021 We had a great
deal of help in producing this book. Lyman Kellstedt of the American
Political Science Association's Special Section on Religion and Politics
allowed us to try out our ideas on a panel at the association's 1990 meeting
in San Francisco. Paul Weber and John Francis Burke offered helpful
suggestions at that session . Amy Eisenberg and Deborah Rich at Westview
Press were helpful and supportive throughout. A. David Lynch of the City
College of New York and Murray Karstadt of Rutgers University turned eleven
chapters 011 five different word processing programs into a single
manuscript. Needless to say, we could not have done it without them. Vicky
Donner, supported by the City College Scholars Program, also assisted in

readying the manuscript for publication . Dolores M. Byrnes prepared the
index. Mary Segers acknowledges Dean Donald G. Stein and the Graduate School
at Rutgers in Newark for the partial support provided by a 1 990-91 graduate
research award . Lastly, we both offer our gratitude to the contributors to
this volume. All of the chapters of this book, with a single exception, were
written explicitly for inclusion in this book; none have been published
previously. We could not have asked for more enthusiastic responses to our
requests to contribute nor greater responsiveness to the time constraints we
set. The goodwill of the contributors allowed this book to be the
collaborative effort we originally hoped it would be. That said, the views
expressed by each individual author are those of that author alone.
How Catholics Won Protestant Respect Apr 03 2020 This is a very important
book on Catholic - Protestant relationship in America. For many decades in
America, Protestant Christians have looked down on Catholic Christians. A
part of this was due to ignorance about Catholicism. A part of this was due
to past historical experiences. Despite the years of being looked down upon,
Catholics in America managed to win the respect of American Protestants. How
did they do it? Peter Fields argues that it was through persistent and
systematic Catholic opposition to abortion, pre-marital sex, and
homosexuality that American Catholic Christians managed to win the respect
of American Protestant Christians. This expert study is very readable and
easy to understand. All readers of every age will learn about an important
social phenomenon in American history by reading this book.
The Gospel of Life Jun 05 2020 Reaffirming the "greatness and inestimable
value of human life," Pope John Paul II discusses in this encyclical letter
the present-day legal, ethical, and moral threats to life. In view of
today's climate of practical materialism, he addresses, among other issues:
abortion artificial reproduction techniques contraception death penalty
euthanasia legitimate defense sterilization suicide The Holy Father
encourages the faithful to promote and develop the Christian message
concerning life, based on the goodness and dignity of life and on the human
responsibility to share in the fullness and truth of God's love. In order to
build a new culture of human life through prayer and action, he welcomes
evangelization efforts and stresses the role of the family in bringing this
to fruition. Noting the unique role of women in promoting a "new feminism"
that overcomes discrimination, violence, and exploitation, the pope
recognizes the witness of love through motherhood and also adds a special
word to women who have had an abortion. The letter concludes by looking to
Jesus, in order that all may contemplate the life that was made manifest,
and to the example and solace of Mary, who is the mother of life.
The Double Cross Feb 23 2022 Discusses the ordination of women, examines
Christian and feminist viewpoints concerning abortion, and suggests an
ethical approach to politics, women's rights, and religious duties
Jesuit at Large Sep 28 2019 Father Paul Mankowski, S.J. (1953-2020), was
one of the most brilliant and scintillating Catholic writers of our time.
His essays and reviews, collected here for the first time, display a unique
wit, a singular breadth of learning, and a penetrating insight into the
challenges of Catholic life in the postmodern world. Whether explicating
Catholic doctrines like the Immaculate Conception, dissecting contemporary
academic life, deploring clerical malfeasance, or celebrating great authors,

Father Mankowski''s keen intelligence is always on display, and his
energetic prose keeps the pages turning. Whatever his topic, however, Paul
Mankowski''s intense Catholic faith shines through his writing, as it did
through his life. Jesuit at Large invites its readers to meet a man of great
gifts who suffered for his convictions but never lost hope in the renewal of
Catholicism, a man whose confidence in the truth of what the Church proposed
to the world was never shaken by the failures of the people of the Church.
/DIV>
Aquinas, The Zika Virus and the argument for Catholic Abortion Aug 20 2021
In ""Aquinas, The Zika Virus and the Argument for Catholic Abortion"" Timb
D. Hoswell argues that a return to the doctrine of ensoulment, as evinced by
the Middle Church Fathers and enlightened by Aquinas would provide grounds
for limited cases of Catholic Abortion within the scope and cosmos of
Catholic Philosophy. The doctrine of ensoulment contains the principle that
'only a body fit for rational ensoulment can be rationally ensouled'. Thus
in cases of the Zika Virus where the damage is of such severity it results
in a privation of the human form, rational ensoulment is impossible, and
thus abortion is not an act of murder, nor homicide since the effects of the
virus place the foetus beyond rational ensoulment. The book also argues for
Catholic reincarnation based on Christ's revelation that John the Baptist is
Elijah, as well the possibility of a soul for Artificial Intelligence,
clones, alien life forms and other forms of rational being with an
embryogenesis different from our own.
Deny Biden and Pelosi Communion? NO. Why? Nov 10 2020 Christians, meaning
"followers also of Jesus the Nazrani or Nazorean," of all denominations go
to their churches just as followers of other religions go to their temples
or assembly halls to honor and worship God, who they believe or attest is
present in a special way in their assembly for the occasion. In other words,
they all believe in the real presence of God, implying that the notion of
real presence is not an exclusive Catholic or Christian notion handed down
by the Gospels. Also, the ritual of church or temple attendance includes
sharing of a common meal with the assembled or visiting community indicating
their collegiality. Catholic Christians, who go to church every day, every
Sunday, or just on special Sundays, make sure that they also receive
Communion during the celebration of the Eucharist, Mass, or Qurbana. They do
so because they view Communion as their spiritual nourishment. Lately, in
the American Catholic Church a few conservative bishops and priests vocally
contend that liberal Democratic Catholic politicians should be denied
communion because they openly tolerate legal abortion against a conservative
version of Catholic teaching on abortion. This book will show that this kind
of conservative position is not necessarily and unequivocally Catholic at
all. Therefore, liberal Catholics like Biden and Pelosi should not be denied
Communion even in Dioceses of run by conservative bishops especially when
Pope Francis continues to encourage Biden and Pelosi to receive Communion
and they receive Communion Rome and Washington, for instance. Why so? That
is because Biden and Pelosi are not wrong at all as they uphold their
catholic views on limited abortion. Biden and Pelosi condemn abortion per se
as evil but tolerate it only as a necessary evil in this imperfect world.
The ethical principles that justify and defend Biden and Pelosi's views on
abortion "probabilism" and "anekantavada," both of which are endorsed by the

Jesus of the Gospels.
Abortion from the Religious and Moral Perspective Apr 15 2021 For
approximately three decades, the abortion debate has polarized America. This
comprehensive volume includes bibliographic citations that address the moral
and religious aspects of abortion. It covers such topics as the various
arguments both for and against abortion, the status of the fetus, and
overviews of several religions' stances on abortion. Citations also include
references on how Christianity has influenced abortion politics and law,
discussions of Operation Rescue, and official statements on abortion by
religious organizations.
Singleness and the Church Jul 27 2019 Singleness is a much overlooked
treasure in Christian tradition. In these pages, Christians (single and
married alike) can rediscover the richness of singleness in its great
variety. This book offers thought-provoking cultural and theological
analysis, along with voices of single Christian people down through the
centuries.
Abortion and Martyrdom Mar 15 2021 The horror presented by the increasing
institutionalisation of abortion in contemporary society poses some of the
strongest moral and theological questions of our time. The innocent
suffering of children killed in the womb raises fundamental questions. This
book explores issues raised by the place of these children in the plan of
Salvation.
Misericordia Et Misera Aug 08 2020 Pope Francis proclaims a new 'Time of
Mercy' opening up before humanity, a cultural revolution to displace the allpervasive indifference of modern society: a new and joyful 'culture of
mercy'.Here is a clear and prophetic roadmap for our future, for
individuals, communities, societies and the human family itself. New
initiatives and points of emphasis are proposed to open up our hearts to the
all-loving God and, in turn, to each other - to build our lives on mercy.
Can a Catholic be a Democrat? Jul 07 2020 Straight talk about Catholicism
and politics from a veteran Catholic politician. Democrat David Carlin's
clear, gracious arguments will help you explain Catholic positions to
friends, relatives, and fellow voters, so that you can make your party
whichever one it is less hostile to the beliefs of faithful Catholics.
Surprised by Life Oct 29 2019 Here you’ll read the eye-opening, often
heartrending life stories of ten people who struggled with some of the most
difficult issues human beings face – and who, as they struggled – were drawn
out of pain and darkness by the beauty of Catholic teachings about life,
marriage, and human sexuality. Dramatic and thought-provoking, these
intensely personal stories address virtually every controversial issue
surrounding life, including in vitro fertilization, abortion, contraception,
and more. Gathered by popular Catholic apologist Patrick Madrid, they turn
on its head the oft-heard charge that Catholics embrace the Church’s
teachings on life only “because they are Catholics.” These good folks show
the opposite: they are Catholics because of the Church’s pro-life teachings.
In these pages you’ll meet, among others: AnneMarie S., one of San
Francisco’s highest paid call girls, made pro-life – and then Catholic – by
a Catholic radio talk show. Leticia A., the sexually-abused Texas Baptist
teenager, whose life of wild promiscuity was brought abruptly to an end by
her need for true marriage, which she found only in the Church. Heather S.,

the pregnant teenager whose soul was awakened to the Faith by ten pro-life
words from Pope John Paul II. Jewels G., the post-abortion pro-abortion
crusader, whose failed suicide left her alive long enough to meet good
Catholic women who explained the Church’s teachings, turned her pro-life,
and won her to the Faith. Leila M., the contracepting, pro-sterilization
wife whose views were overthrown by the stark contrast between Planned
Parenthood and the sweet memory of the wise pro-life teachings of her
college ethics teacher, good Father Ryan. Chris A., the sexually profligate
Jewish lawyer, who too late came to see the evil of the abortions he
enabled, and now works as a Catholic apologist seeking to end this American
holocaust. Plus others, who came into the Church after being “Surprised by
Life.”
Abortion, the Development of the Roman Catholic Perspective Apr 27 2022
Traces the development of the Catholic Church's attitude toward abortion
from the beginning of the Christian era to the present
The Catholic Survival Guide to Dating and Relationships Nov 30 2019 Life
can be a challenge. This applies especially to relationships - from the
quest to find Mr or Mrs Right to what happens when you do. In The Catholic
Survival Guide to Dating & Relationships the renowned international speaker
Mary Beth Bonacci uses her experience to help single and committed Catholics
to consider their approach to finding the 'perfect' partner.The author will
guide readers through all the triumphs and potential pitfalls of dating,
answering questions about love, sexual attraction, healthy relationships,
holding out for marriage, knowing when you've met the right marriage
partner, and much more. All topics are handled in the context of authentic
Catholic moral teaching.
A Brief, Liberal, Catholic Defense of Abortion Nov 03 2022 The Catholic
church has always opposed abortion, but -- contrary to popular belief -- not
always for the same reasons. This tightly argued, historically grounded
study sets out to demonstrate that a "pro-choice" stance, now held by a
significant minority of Catholics, is as fully justified by Catholic thought
as an anti-abortion view, and may even be more compatible with Catholic
tradition than the current opposition to abortion espoused by many Catholics
and most Catholic leaders. A Brief, Liberal, Catholic Defense of Abortion
argues that the current Catholic anti-abortion stance is justified neither
by modern embryology nor by ancient church teachings. Combining up-to-date
information on fetal development with a thorough grasp of the works of the
church's early thinkers, Daniel A. Dombrowski and Robert Deltete expose
crucial contradictions between the early and the modern church's views of
abortion. Returning to the writings of two pillars of early Christian
thought, Sts. Augustine and Thomas Aquinas, the authors show that abortion
was originally condemned by the church on the grounds of perversity, since
it nullified the only permissible reason for sexual relations: procreation.
Only in more recent times has the view arisen of abortion as indefensible on
the ontological grounds that human personhood begins at the moment of
conception. The authors demonstrate that the early church's view of fetal
development -- delayed hominization, in which the fetus is endowed with a
human soul only when it achieves a physical human body -- is diametrically
opposed to the current anti-abortion stance. In fact, the authors show, the
insistence on immediate hominization that provides thefoundation for the

current "pro-life" view stems from two seventeenth-century scientific
misconceptions -- preformationism and the homunculus -- that have since been
thoroughly discredited. By considering the history of Catholic thought in
its relation to the history of science, Dombrowski and Deltete bring a new
level of detail and focus to the abortion debate. Their thoughtful, measured
argument provides a fresh perspective that will benefit participants on all
sides of the controversy.
The Church and Abortion Jul 19 2021 This provocative book takes a critical
look at what is increasingly viewed as the central political issue for
Catholics---abortion. From pro-choice politicians being denied communion to
Democrats being called "the party of death," for some of the most vocal
Catholic leaders, the abortion issue often trumps all others. The author, a
practicing Catholic who is against abortion in principle, believes the
Church is on the wrong course with this issue, with grievous results for the
Church and American society more broadly. He gives a brief history of
abortion legislation, and then explores the issue from legal, moral, and
Christian perspectives, presenting compelling reasons why Church leaders and
Catholics should stop trying to overturn Roc v. Wade and reconsider the
issue.
Catechism of the Catholic Church Oct 02 2022 Over 3 million copies sold!
Essential reading for Catholics of all walks of life. Here it is - the first
new Catechism of the Catholic Church in more than 400 years, a complete
summary of what Catholics around the world commonly believe. The Catechism
draws on the Bible, the Mass, the Sacraments, Church tradition and teaching,
and the lives of saints. It comes with a complete index, footnotes and crossreferences for a fuller understanding of every subject. The word catechism
means "instruction" - this book will serve as the standard for all future
catechisms. Using the tradition of explaining what the Church believes (the
Creed), what she celebrates (the Sacraments), what she lives (the
Commandments), and what she prays (the Lord's Prayer), the Catechism of the
Catholic Church offers challenges for believers and answers for all those
interested in learning about the mystery of the Catholic faith. The
Catechism of the Catholic Church is a positive, coherent and contemporary
map for our spiritual journey toward transformation.
Abortion in Early Modern Italy Oct 22 2021 A comprehensive history of
abortion in Renaissance Italy. In this authoritative history, John
Christopoulos provides a provocative and far-reaching account of abortion in
sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Italy. Drawing on portraits of women who
terminated—or were forced to terminate—pregnancies, he finds that Italians
maintained a fundamental ambivalence about abortion, despite injunctions
from civil and religious authorities. Italians from all levels of society
sought, had, and participated in abortions. Early modern Italy was not an
absolute anti-abortion culture, an exemplary Catholic society centered on
the “traditional family.” Rather, Christopoulos shows, Italians held many
views on abortion, and their responses to its practice varied. Bringing
together medical, religious, and legal perspectives alongside a social and
cultural history of sexuality, reproduction, and the family, Christopoulos
offers a nuanced and convincing account of the meanings Italians ascribed to
abortion and shows how prevailing ideas about the practice were spread,
modified, and challenged. Christopoulos begins by introducing readers to

prevailing medical ideas about abortion and women’s bodies, describing the
widely available purgative medicines and surgeries that various healers and
women themselves employed to terminate pregnancies. He also explores how
these ideas and practices ran up against and shaped theology, medicine, and
law. Catholic understanding of abortion was changing amid religious, legal,
and scientific debates concerning the nature of human life, women’s bodies,
and sexual politics. Christopoulos examines how ecclesiastical, secular, and
medical authorities sought to regulate abortion, and how tribunals
investigated and punished its procurers—or didn’t, even when they could
have.
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